A helix swapping study of two protein cages.
Protein cages have been the focus of studies across multiple scientific disciplines. They have been used to deliver drugs, as templates for nanostructured materials, as substrates in the development of bio-orthogonal chemistry, and to restrict diffusion to study spatially confined reactions. Although their monomers fold into four-helix bundle structures, two cage proteins, DPS and BFR, self-assemble to form a 12-mer with tetrahedral symmetry and an octahedrally symmetric 24-mer, respectively. These monomers share strong similarities of both sequence and tertiary structure. However, they differ in the presence of a short additional helix. In BFR, the fifth helix is at the C-terminus and is positioned along the 4-fold symmetry axis, whereas with DPS, an extra helix helps to define the 2-fold axis in the cage and is located between the second and third helices in the monomer bundle. In an attempt to investigate if these short helices govern protein assembly, mutants were designed and produced that delete and swap these minidomains. All mutants form highly helical structures that unfold cooperatively as evidenced by thermal melting followed by circular dichroism. Dynamic light scattering, size exclusion chromatography, and sedimentation equilibrium experiments demonstrated that although many of the BFR mutants do not self-assemble and form lower-order complexes, many DPS mutants could form cages despite their unnatural design. Taken together, our data indicate that the BC helix is less important than the E helix for overall cage self-assembly, suggesting that dimerization may not play a role in nanostructure formation that is as key as previously assumed. Additionally, we found that fusing the minidomain from BFR onto DPS results in a mutant that assembles into a homogeneous population of a novel protein oligomer. This assembled cage while still formed from 12 subunits is larger in overall shape than that of the native protein.